Two problems involving the derivation of bounds on distributions with a decreasing failure rate (DFR distributions) are presented.
1 1. Introduction. The need for complex electronic equipment in locations where replacement of failed parts is impossible (e.g. , ballistic missiles, satellites, etc.) has necessitated the production of very reliable components such as semiconductors. One method vhich is almost universally used to help achieve high reliability is to pre-age or burn-in the components to eliminate the "sports" or early failures. It has long been known that semiconductors, for example, exhibit infant mortality yet do not wear out (See: Blakemore, Kronson, Von Alven, 1963 , Norris, 1963 Von Alven, 196Z; and Von Alven, Blakemore, 1961) ; that is, they exhibit a decreasing failure rate (are DFR ). The problem which now presents itself is how long to burn-in the component to achieve a specified reliability. The problem has been answered in the past by assuming a Weibull distribution of time to failure (Von Alven, 1962; Watson, Wells, 1961) , for which there seems little statistical validation. However, this assumption is not necessary. It suffices to assume that the distribution is DFR and its first moment and a percentile are known in order to obtain sharp bounds on the residual mean life. It is a simple matter once the bounds are known to determine the minimum burn-in time to achieve a specified residual mean life. This is shown in section I. Although the burn-in problem is developed in terms of a particular example, burning-in can clearly be used to advantage on any item which exhibits a decreasing failur** rate.
A problem which bears some slight similarity to the burn-in problem is that of estimating the five year survival proportion in a population of cancer patients (also called five year cure rate Berkson, Gage 1952 ' • When a new treatment is tested clinically it is desirable to obtain an estimate, as early as possible, of its effectiveness. One objective indication of this is the five year survival proportion. Berkson and Gage (195Z) have estimated a related quantity, the cure proportion, by assuming in the interests of mathematical expediency that the death rate due to cancer is a constant. It is well validated that the death rate from cancer is decreasing with time (Culler, Axtell, 1963, Berkson, Gage. 195Z ) and this fact is used together with a knowledge of the mean and a percentile of the distribution of time to death, to obtain sharp upper and lower bounds on the five year survival proportion. This is discussed in section 3.
The most appealing feature of the solutions presented to the preceding two problems is that no assumption of a parametric expression for the probability distribution is made. Such an assumption would be very difficult to verify using the truncated data from semiconductor :ife tests or the small sample data resulting from a clinical trial. Yet it is possible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the mean life and early percentile for a truncated life test. This information together with the DFR assumption enables us to obtain bounds on the relevant quantities to be evaluated.
Nearly all the work completed to date on bounds for distributions possessing a monotone failure rate has been done by two authors, Barlow and Marshall (see: Barlow. 1963 , Barlow and Marshall. 1963 , !964a and 1964b , who have often collaborated. The time to burn-in to achieve a specified reliability has been determined in practice by assuming the life distribution is either Weibull or lognormal. This affords a very rapid and simple method for evaluating the burn-in time but in the niajority of cases where these distributions are assumed, it is done with little statistical validation.
\ non-paramntrie approach baaed purely on the DFR assumption obviates this uncertainty of distribution validity and ^ives slurp bounds which although more conservative, Hoes guarantee achieving the specified reliability since it is valid for * larger class of disttibutions.
Bounds are set out belo-v on the survival probability and the residual mean life hased on the assumption that the distribution le I" 1 R and its rru-an and a percentile are known. An extension of the work already done in this field would be to predict the five year survival proportion at the end of only say one year of a tiiniral trial, thus enabling an early assessment of the treatment to be made.
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The mathematical model will be simplified by assuming that the probability of death due to normal causes is independent of the probability of death due to cancer. This clearly oversimplifies the issue but Berkson and Gage (1952) maintain that this assumption does
give reascnable results. Thas (3.1) F(t: ■ P n (t)P c (t)
where Tit) is the survival probability in time t and F (t) and
F (t) are respectively the probabilities of death from "normal causes" and from cancer in time t . It is assumed that F is n known from life tables. Also (3.2) q(t) = q c ;t> + qjt) where q(t) is the death rate at time t and the subscripts c
and n are as in (3.1).
Berkson and Gage (1952) have shown that q (t) is decreasing
at a rate which is a function of the mean time to death of the untreated patients. The normal mortality rate, q (t) , is increasing. By log convexity of DFR distributions there must be a single crossing, say at x. , where x. > 5 . By assuming a percentile at x. , and noting that the solution or is unique since 1 -p < e P , it can be seen from case (i) that case (ii) is impossible. I
Thus q(t/ is initially decreasing and then increasing.

If the time at which q(t) changes from decreasing to in
Note that the condition on the percentile 1 -p < e P which it was necessary to assume to assure a unique value of o is always satisfied by a DFR distribution for £ < 1 . P -
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It does not appear likely that this restriction will limit the applicability of the bounds as it is hard to imagine estimating a percentile at C > 1 in a distribution. In order to prove some theorems on P bounds, a class of DFR distributions C_ is posited with mean fi = 1 and p percentile C satisfying 1 -p < e P .
I^ip-re-V . 0 < x < T H-6 ' ^' = { e . b2 xMb,-bl ,T . Hence From (4.10) it can be seen that there is always a bl . 
The proof will be treated in two cases based E on the crossings of C-(x) and F(x) for x ^ C Sp -P Case (i): Consider the extremal distribution G» (x) and let it cross F(x) at u(£ ) > £ Obviously due to log convexity the crossing is from above.
Now by Theorem 4.1 ^(x) < C n (x) for x > C . Thus due -0 -p to log convexity of P(x) , for every x , u( ^ ) < x < » , it is always possible to find a value T , 0 < T < 4 , such that 
